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Overview

- On July 4, 2023, Dexia group initiated a request to abandon its banking and investments service
licenses and continue to carry out its run-off with the support of the French and Belgian states.

- In our view, nonbank financial institutions face incremental risk relative to banks because they
operate outside a regulated framework.

- We therefore placed our ratings on Dexia Credit Local and Dexia Crediop SpA on CreditWatch
with negative implications. The group's government-guaranteed debt is unaffected by the
rating action.

- We aim to resolve the CreditWatch placement upon agreement by relevant authorities, resulting
in a one-notch downgrade of the rated entities.

Rating Action

On July 7, 2023, S&P Global Ratings placed its 'BBB/A-2' long- and short-term issuer credit and
issue ratings on Dexia Credit Local, Dexia Crediop SpA, and the group's rated issuances
(nongovernment-guaranteed debt) on CreditWatch with negative implications. The group's
government-guaranteed debt is unaffected by the rating action.

Rationale

The CreditWatch placement follows the announcement that the group initiated a de-banking
request. In our view, de-banking would result in a downward revision to Dexia group's anchor due
to the typical incremental risks that nonbank financial institutions (NBFIs) face relative to banks.
Although the usual anchor for French NBFIs is three notches below the bank anchor, we
acknowledge the Dexia group has markedly different characteristics than most other NBFIs. In
particular, while Dexia would fall out of the banking prudential regulatory requirements and no
longer have access to a central bank, it would remain a government-related entity (GRE) in run-off,
benefiting from state-guaranteed funding. It also would not face competition.
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A new surveillance framework will determine the governance, qualitative, and quantitative
requirements that Dexia would be subject to post de-banking. This framework would replace
the current supervision performed by the National Bank of Belgium and Autorité de Contrôle
Prudentiel et de Résolution and banking and investment services regulations the Capital
Requirements Regulation (CRR) and Capital Requirements Directive (CRR/CRD) and Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive (MIFID). The loss of the banking license and the new structure
would reinforce the importance of Dexia to its shareholders, since both states will now become the
ultimate and sole supervising entities to ensure effective governance and a controlled wind-down
of the entity. The creation of a surveillance body in lieu of the previous banking supervision reflects
the governments' willingness to manage the run-off and minimize losses to taxpayers, in our view.

Dexia will remain vulnerable to confidence-sensitive market funding and dependent on
investor appetite for government-guaranteed debt, which is its primary funding source. In our
view, the loss of the emergency liquidity assistance would weaken Dexia's group standalone credit
profile. However, maintaining the high-quality liquid assets (HQLA) level 1 eligibility for its
guaranteed debt is a supporting factor to the funding by its current investors base, in particular
when compared with NBFIs. Over the past few years, Dexia's funding plans have focused on
further reducing its dependence on the European Central Bank (ECB) via short- and medium-term
government-guaranteed market issuances and market repurchase agreement funding. Dexia
group has discontinued its recourse to ECB funding since year-end 2017. Under its future
framework, we also believe the French and Belgian governments will have more leeway to support
Dexia in case of financial stress.

CreditWatch

The CreditWatch with negative implications reflects the planned de-banking, albeit partially
mitigated by the surveillance framework to be established by the states and their support, which
would result in a one-notch lowering of the issuer credit ratings on rated group entities. We expect
to resolve the CreditWatch within the coming months as we receive additional information
regarding approvals from relevant authorities.

ESG credit indicators: E-2, S-2, G-2
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Ratings List

Ratings Affirmed; CreditWatch/Outlook Action

To From

Dexia Credit Local

Dexia Crediop SpA

Issuer Credit Rating BBB/Watch Neg/A-2 BBB/Stable/A-2

Dexia Credit Local

Senior Unsecured BBB/Watch Neg BBB

Certificate Of Deposit

Foreign Currency BBB/Watch Neg BBB

Local Currency BBB/Watch Neg/A-2 BBB

Ratings Affirmed

Dexia Credit Local

Junior Subordinated D D

Dexia Funding Luxembourg S.A.

Junior Subordinated D D

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors,
have specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such
criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further information. A description of each of
S&P Global Ratings' rating categories is contained in "S&P Global Ratings Definitions" at
https://www.standardandpoors.com/en_US/web/guest/article/-/view/sourceId/504352 Complete ratings
information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating
action can be found on S&P Global Ratings' public website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search
box located in the left column. Alternatively, call one of the following S&P Global Ratings numbers: Client Support
Europe (44) 20-7176-7176; London Press Office (44) 20-7176-3605; Paris (33) 1-4420-6708; Frankfurt (49)
69-33-999-225; or Stockholm (46) 8-440-5914
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